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I am going to ride the 

Oregon City Elevator! 

 

 

A photo guide on how to ride the Oregon City Elevator. 

For more free guides go to: http://www.mesd.k12.or.us/se/sped/index.shtml 
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 Oregon City is one of Oregon’s oldest cities. It is next to the 

river and has a really terrific elevator to ride on. I’m going to 

ride on the Oregon City elevator! 

 

The elevator takes you up the side of a cliff! Up at the top is a 

round room with windows. It is really fun to go up in the 

elevator and look out the windows. 

 



To get to the elevator you have to cross the street. Be careful 

crossing. It is a busy street!  This guy is crossing on the 

crosswalk. That is really smart. 

 

This is the entrance.  First you have to walk down a tunnel.   

 



There is a little bit of an echo in the tunnel. It is kind of fun to 

hear your voice in the tunnel.  At the end of the tunnel there 

are elevator doors. 

 

Push the button and wait for the elevator! 

 



When the doors open you can go inside the elevator. There is a 

nice lady inside who runs the elevator. That is her job. She 

goes up and down all day long! Sometimes there is a man 

running the elevator. You can say hello to them. 

 

The elevator is pretty fast. Pretty soon the doors will open and 

you will be up in the round room! You can see a long way 

through the windows.  This guy is looking at the river. It is fun 

to be up high! Don’t be scared. 

 



You can go outside and walk on a pathway. From up here you 

can see the river and the bridges. Look how small the cars and 

buildings look! 

 

When you are done looking around you can go back inside and 

take the elevator down. 

 

 



When you come out of the elevator you can walk up the tunnel. 

 

Or you can walk up the stairs. 

 

We sure hope you have a good time riding on the Oregon City 

elevator!   The views are really terrific! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This book is brought to you by: 

Access Portland 

The Multnomah Educational Service District FLS Program 

And The Pam Benson Memorial Fund 

Access Portland is a group of MESD employees who are striving to make everything Portland has to offer more 

accessible to people with Special Needs. Our beautiful city welcomes you! 

Download all our books for free at : http://www.mesd.k12.or.us/se/sped/index.shtml 

Printed versions are available for purchase or make a donation to the E2 Foundation at 

http://www.educateenrich.org/ 

 

Donations help us make more books and support student grants and scholarship. 
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